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The different point defects formed by two hydrogen atoms or two helium atoms in tungsten were investigated through firstprinciples calculation. The energetically favorable site for a hydrogen atom is tetrahedral interstitial site while substitutional site
is the most preferred site for a helium atom. The formation energies of two hydrogen or helium atoms are determined by their
positions, and they are not simply 2 times the formation energy of a single hydrogen or helium atom’s defect. After relaxation, two
adjacent hydrogen atoms are away from each other while helium atoms are close to each other. The reasons for the interaction
between two hydrogen or helium atoms are also discussed.

1. Introduction
Tungsten (W) is widely considered as the most potential
plasma facing material (PFM) [1] and the first wall material
(FWM) in fusion reactor due to its excellent properties, such
as high melting point, high mechanical strength at high temperatures, good thermal conductivity, low thermal expansion
coefficient, and high sputtering threshold energy [2]. Studies
on tungsten receive an increasing amount of attention from
scientists and engineers. Tungsten is subjected to high particle fluxes in fusion reactors, not only the plasma background
ions (H, D, and T) but also the intrinsic impurities (He, Be,
and C). Because hydrogen (H) is one of the major plasma
background ions, hydrogen irradiation may result in the
change of the mechanical properties of tungsten. Helium (He)
irradiation leads to the blister formation and the subsequent
degradation of the mechanical properties of metals. Thus,
it is very important to investigate the trapping and blister
formation of hydrogen or helium in tungsten and the behaviors of hydrogen and helium in tungsten.
A number of experimental and theoretical studies were
carried out to understand the interaction between the

hydrogen or helium impurity and the tungsten host lattice [1].
For example, Arkhipov et al. found that hydrogen could form
a blister on the tungsten surface [3]. You presented the experimental results in a divertor plasma simulator NAGDIS-II and
observed the formation of hydrogen bubbles on the surface
of tungsten [4]. Grigorev et al. observed the nucleation and
growth of hydrogen bubbles on dislocations in tungsten
under high-flux, low energy plasma exposure [5]. Liu et al.
studied the behavior of hydrogen in tungsten through firstprinciples calculation [6]. Wang et al. studied the behavior
of helium on tungsten surfaces and the hydrogen in tungsten
by using first-principles calculation [7]. Li et al. studied the
behavior of hydrogen or helium in tungsten by using the
molecular dynamics simulation method [8]. With the rapid
development of the computer technique, the first-principles
calculation method plays an important role in the materials
research; it can investigate the mechanical properties, electronic structure, and optical properties of some new kinds of
materials [9–11].
There are a lot of works focused on defects in tungsten.
For example, research work on the interaction between two
hydrogen atoms that are located in tetrahedral interstitial
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Figure 1: The crystal structure of BCC W. The blue balls stand for the tungsten atoms, and the red ball stands for the H atom or He atom. A
pure W supercell (a) and a W supercell contain a H atom or He atom in the substitutional site (b), tetrahedral site (c), and octahedral site (d).

sites in tungsten has been completed [12]. Some researchers
investigated the interaction between hydrogen or helium
atoms and the vacancy [1]. However, a systematic study
of the interaction between two hydrogen or helium atoms
in tungsten without other defects is still lacked. In this
paper, by using first-principles calculation method based
on density functional theory (DFT), we have studied the
behavior of hydrogen atoms and helium atoms in body
centered cubic (BCC) tungsten. We calculated the formation
energy of single hydrogen atom and two hydrogen atoms
in tungsten and the formation energy of single helium
atom and two helium atoms in tungsten. Using the charge
density difference and atomic population, we analyzed the
reason why there is a repulsive interaction between two
hydrogen atoms and an attractive interaction between two
helium atoms. Our computational results might shed some
light on the development of tungsten-based materials that
are used in ITER and other fusion rectors. For example,
Cheng’s research group investigated the blistering behavior
and deuterium retention in tungsten exposed to high-flux
deuterium-neon mixed plasmas by experiment research [13]

(the temperature of target surface is 10 K) after a lot of
first-principles calculations were completed; the results of
Nguyen-Manh and Dudarev’s [14] first-principles calculation
are in good agreement with experimental data derived from
thermal desorption spectroscopy [15] (annealing temperature
is about 2150 K).

2. Models and Computational Details
Tungsten belongs to the BCC crystal system, its space group
is Im-3m. The simulation supercell composed of 24 lattice
points (2×3×2) was used in this paper. Initially, we considered
three possible sites for a single H atom and He atom entering
the lattice of BCC W. According to their positions, we marked
the H and He atoms as HSub , HTet , HOct , HeSub , HeTet ,
and HeOct when the H atom and He atom were located in
the substitutional site, the tetrahedral interstitial site, and
the octahedral interstitial site, respectively. The calculation
models that contain a single H atom or a He atom are shown
in Figure 1. To explore the interaction between two H atoms
or two He atoms, we build a series of two H atoms or two He
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atoms models. The symbols H21
Sub , HSub , and HSub stand for the
first-nearest-neighbor, second-nearest-neighbor, and thirdnearest-neighbor H atom around the preexisting H atom that
is located in the substitutional site, and we use the symbols
22
23
21
22
23
H21
Tet , HTet , HTet , HOct , HOct , and HOct standing for two H
atoms that are located in the different tetrahedral interstitial
sites and octahedral interstitial sites, respectively. We use the
22
23
21
22
23
21
22
symbols He21
Sub , HeSub , HeSub , HeTet , HeTet , HeTet , HeOct , HeOct ,
23
and HeOct standing for the first-nearest-neighbor, secondnearest-neighbor, and third-nearest-neighbor He around the
preexisting He atom that is located in substitutional, tetrahedral, and octahedral sites, respectively. These models contain
two H atoms or two He atoms and are shown in Figure 2.
First-principles calculations were performed by using the
DFT [16] and the plane wave pseudo-potential technique,
as implemented in the Cambridge Sequential Total Energy
Package (CASTEP) [17]. The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [18] with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [19]
functional was used to describe the exchange-correlation
interaction among the electrons, and ultrasoft pseudopotentials were employed for ion-electron interaction. For
W, the four 5𝑑 electrons are considered to be the valence
electrons together with two 6𝑠 electrons (the reference state
is 5𝑑4 6𝑠2 ). During the calculation, the supercell size, shape,
and atomic position are relaxed to equilibrium. The plane
wave energy cutoff is 400 eV for all calculations. The basic
parameters were chosen as follows: the space representation
is reciprocal, SCF tolerance equals 1.0 × 10−6 eV/atom, and 𝑘
sampling with 5 × 5 × 5 k-point mesh in the Brillouin zone
was used, after the convergence test was completed. The total
energy of the supercell deceases as the plane wave cutoff and
𝑘-point mesh increasing; the structure also becomes more
stable. Considering the optimization of computing resource,
we set the plane wave cutoff and 𝑘-point mesh as mentioned
above. Our parameters setting is in agreement with that of
Liu’s group [20]; our calculated formation energy of a H or
He atom in W is in good agreement with Liu et al.’s results.
Moreover, the increase of these two calculation parameters
does not significantly change the total energy of the supercell.
The optimal atomic positions were determined by satisfying
the following conditions: (1) the maximum interatomic forces
were smaller than 0.05 eV/nm; (2) the maximum change of
energy per atom was smaller than 1.0 × 10−5 eV; (3) the
maximum displacement was smaller than 0.001 Å; and (4)
the maximum stress of the crystal was smaller than 0.02 GPa.
All the properties that we calculated based on the crystal
structure have been optimized.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Optimization of the Crystal Structure. In order to study
various defects formed by H or He atoms in W, first of
all, we optimized the crystal structure of the W supercell
with and without the various defects formed by H or He
atoms. Table 1 shows the calculated results, lattice parameters,
elastic constants, and elastic modulus of the BCC W. The
result shows that our results are in good agreement with the
theoretical simulation results [21] and the experimental data
[22]. Figure 3 shows the change of the volume of BCC W

3
when the H or He atoms were introduced in W. From Figure 3,
we can find that the volume of W decreases when the H
or He atoms are located in the substitutional sites while the
volume increases when the H or He atoms are located in the
tetrahedral and octahedral sites. The reason for the volume
decrease is that the atomic radius of H or He is much smaller
than that of W, and the volume increases due to the extra
atoms that enter the W supercell.
3.2. Formation Energy. The formation energy of various
f
, was defined as follows:
defect configurations, 𝐸defect
f
tot
24
= 𝐸system
− 𝐸W
(
𝐸defect

𝑁
) − 𝑛He 𝐸He − 𝑛H 𝐸H ,
24

(1)

tot
is the total energy of the system with defects,
where 𝐸system
𝑁, 𝑛He , and 𝑛H are the numbers of W, He, and H atoms,
24
is the total energy of a perfect 2 × 3 × 2
respectively, 𝐸W
supercell of BCC W with 24 atoms, 𝐸He is the energy of an
isolated He atom, and 𝐸H is the total energy of an isolated
H atom. The formation energy of various single point defects
in W is summarized in Table 2, and the results are in good
agreement with other calculation results [1, 20, 21].
According to Table 2, we plotted the formation energies of
the single point defect in Figure 4. For He, the substitutional
site is the most favorable over the tetrahedral and octahedral
sites. For H, the tetrahedral site is the most preferred site
over the substitutional and octahedral sites. Interestingly,
the formation energies of HTet and HOct are negative, which
implies that defects are more stable than other defects, and
the formation process of the defects, HTet and HOct , is an
exothermic process. Figure 5 shows the formation energy of
two H and He atoms in W, and these two atoms are located in
different sites. Figure 5(a) shows the formation energy of two
H atoms that are located in different substitution, tetrahedral,
and octahedral sites. According to the distance between two
H atoms, they are marked as the first-, second-, and thirdnearest-neighbor atoms. Figure 5(b) shows the formation
energy of two He atoms located in different substitutional,
tetrahedral, and octahedral sites. For two H atoms, the
highest formation energy is the H atoms located in different
substitutional sites, and the lowest formation energy is closely
related to the sites of the two H atoms. The formation energies
of the two H atoms located in different octahedral sites are
the lowest when the two H atoms are the first- or thirdnearest-neighbor atoms, the formation energy of the two H
atoms that located in different tetrahedral sites is the lowest,
and the two H atoms are the second-nearest-neighbor atoms.
For He atoms, the lowest formation energy can be got when
the two He atoms located in different substitutional sites.
The formation energy of two He atoms located in different
tetrahedral sites is the highest when the two He atoms are the
first- or second-nearest-neighbor atoms. When two He atoms
are the third-nearest-neighbor atoms, the highest formation
energy can be got when the two He atoms located in different
octahedral sites. The formation energy of the two foreign
atoms (H or He) is not equal to twice value of the single
atom, and the formation energy of the two foreign atoms is
two times smaller than the value of the formation energy of a
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Figure 2: The crystal structure of BCC W contains two H atoms or He atoms. The blue balls and red balls stand for W atoms and the H atoms
or He atoms, respectively. (a), (b), and (c) show two atoms located in the substitutional site. (d), (e), and (f) show two atoms located in the
tetrahedral site, and (g), (h), and (i) show two atoms located in the octahedral site. The numbers in the figure stand for the distances (in Å)
between the two foreign atoms.
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Table 1: Calculated and experimental lattice constants (𝑎 in Å), elastic constants (𝐶𝑖𝑗 in GPa), bulk modulus (𝐵 in GPa), Young’s modulus (𝐸
in GPa), shear modulus (𝐺 in GPa), Poisson’s ratio (]), and 𝐺/𝐵 for BCC W.
𝑎
3.18
3.17
3.16

Parameters
This paper
Cal. [21]
Exp. [22]

𝐶11
528.06
536.32
533

𝐶12
196.73
202.25
205

𝐶44
176.28
138.70
163

𝐵
307.17
313.61
314.33

𝐸
421.26
386.83
417.80

𝐺
171.95
149.42
163.40

]
0.27
0.29
0.28

𝐺/𝐵
0.560
0.478
0.54

Table 2: Summary of the formation energy of the single defect in W.
Configuration
This paper
Cal. [1]
Cal. [20, 21]

HSub
0.965
0.92
0.78

400

HOct
−2.034
−2.07
−2.06

He23
He22
He22
Tet
Oct
Tet
21
He
He21
He23
Oct
Tet
Oct

396
HeTet HeOct

392
Volume

HTet
−2.327
−2.47
−2.44

22

388
384
380

22
23
21
23
H21
Tet HTet HTet HOct HOct HOct

HTet HOct
HeSub

He22
Sub

He21
Sub
HSub

376

H21
Sub

H23
Sub
Sites

3

Figure 3: The volume (in Å ) of the supercell (2 × 3 × 2) of the
W supercell with single and two point defects formed by H and He
atoms. The dashed line represents the volume of the perfect BCC W
supercell.

Formation energy (eV)

6

4

2

0

−2
Sub

Tet
Sites

HeTet
6.365
6.23
6.16

Oct

H
He

Figure 4: The formation energy of the single defects in W.

HeOct
6.583
6.48
6.38

single atom. In short, the formation energy of two H and He
atoms are determined by their located sites.
3.3. Interaction of H-H and He-He. The binding energy can
reflect the interaction between two H or He atoms in W. The
binding energy of two H or He atoms is calculated as follows:
24
,
𝐸b (𝑋2 ) = 2𝐸 (𝑋) − 𝐸 (𝑋2 ) − 𝐸W

W

He23
Sub

H22
Sub

HeSub
5.059
5.00
4.70

(2)

where 𝐸(𝑋) is the total energy of the W supercell with a H or
He atom, 𝐸(𝑋2 ) is the total energy of the supercell with two
24
is the total energy of 24 W atoms. A
H or He atoms, and 𝐸W
positive binding energy indicates an attraction exists between
two atoms, while a negative binding energy shows a repulsion
interaction exists between two atoms. The binding energies of
two H or He atoms are shown in Figure 6. The most binding
energies existing between two H atoms are near the zero while
the most binding energies existing between two He atoms are
in a positive value. The results show that there is an attraction
interaction among the He atoms, and the interaction between
two H atoms is very weak.
To further study the interaction between two H or He
atoms, we recorded the distance between two H and He atoms
before and after relaxation. Figure 7 shows the change of
the distance between two H or He atoms after relaxation,
and the atoms are located in different sites. The distance
between two H atoms becomes longer after relaxation than
the values before relaxation. This result suggests that a
repulsive interaction exists between H atoms when the H
atoms are close to each other, because each H atom in W
lattice carries certain amount of negative charge. The distance
between two H atoms is larger than 0.75 Å (the distance
between two H atoms in a H2 molecule) after relaxation; these
results indicate there is no H2 molecule formed. The result
of our study is in good agreement with the results of Liu et
al. [6]. The distance between two He atoms becomes shorter
after relaxation. This result indicates that there is an attraction
interaction between the two He atoms when they are close to
each other.
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Figure 5: The formation energy of two H (a) and He (b) atoms located in the different sites.
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Figure 6: The binding energy of two H (a) and He (b) atoms in W when they are located in different positions and the distance of two H and
He atoms is increased.

3.4. Analysis of the Mulliken Population and Charge Density.
The electronic structure can help us understand the root
causes of the interaction between two H and He atoms, so the
Mulliken population and the charge density were analyzed
in this paper. Table 3 shows the atomic population of the
H and He atoms in W, and two H and He atoms are the
first-nearest-neighbor atoms. Mulliken population analysis
shows that certain electrons will transfer from W to H, and H
atoms can stand in a stable state. The H atoms will accept 0.10
electrons from the surrounding W atoms when two H atoms
are located in substitutional sites. The H atoms accept 0.24
electrons when two H atoms are located in the tetrahedral
sites, and they accept 0.26 electrons when they are located

in the octahedral sites. The amount of charge transfer is
insensitive to the interstitial H and He atoms’ positions. The
H atoms have a negative charge. This implies that there is a
Coulomb repulsion between two H atoms. On the contrary,
W will get some electrons from the He atoms. W atoms will
accept 0.05 electrons from a He atom when the He atoms
are located in the substitution sites; W atoms will get 0.11
electrons from a He atom when He atoms are located in the
tetrahedral and octahedral sites. Thus, the Van der Waals
force between two He atoms becomes stronger when they
are close to each other. The more electrons the W atoms
get, the more stable the structure is. Interestingly, we found
that the H-H repulsive interaction fits well to the screened
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Figure 7: The distance (in Å) between the two H (a) or He (b) atoms before the relaxation and after relaxation.

Table 3: Atomic populations (Mulliken) of H and He atoms in W.
Sites
H21
Sub
He21
Sub
H21
Tet
He21
Tet
H21
Oct
He21
Oct

Species
H
H
He
He
H
H
He
He
H
H
He
He

Ion
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

𝑠
1.10
1.10
1.95
1.95
1.24
1.10
1.89
1.89
1.26
1.26
1.89
1.89

Charge (𝑒)
−0.10
−0.10
0.05
0.05
−0.24
−0.24
0.11
0.11
−0.26
−0.26
0.11
0.11

Coulomb potential. To explain the differences between the
interactions between two H atoms and He atoms, charge
density distribution was used. We selected a single atom and
two atoms located in the octahedral site. Figure 8 shows the
charge density of one and two atoms. Figures 8(a) and 8(d)
show the charge density of single H and He atom in W,
respectively. Figures 8(b) and 8(c) show two H atoms in W,
and Figures 8(e) and 8(f) also show two He atoms in W from
several different perspectives. The bonds between H and W
contain covalent components. The bond is stronger than that
between He and W, and the charge density difference between
H and W is bigger than that between He and W. The H atoms
are more likely to be attracted by W atoms than by each other
while the He atoms are likely to attract each other. There is

only one electron in the 1𝑠 orbital of an H atom, and the H
atom obtains the electrons from the W atoms to maintain a
relatively stable state. He atom is a closed shell atom. It prefers
to occupy the low electron density zone (interstitial sites).

4. Conclusion
Using first-principles calculation, we studied the BCC W
with single and two point defects formed by H or He atoms,
respectively. The results of our calculations are as follows:
(1) For a single H atom, the most preferred site is the
tetrahedral interstitial site. For He, the substitutional
site is more favorable than the tetrahedral and octahedral sites.
(2) For two H and He atoms, the formation energy is
closely related to the sites of the two atoms. The
formation energy of two H atoms that were located in
different substitutional sites is the highest, while the
formation energy of He atoms is lowest when the two
He atoms are located in different substitutional sites.
(3) After relaxation, two H atoms are away from each
other because the H atom accepts some charge from
the surrounding W atoms and they form a covalent
bond. The He atoms are close to each other because
the W atoms get some electrons from the He atoms,
and the more electrons the W atoms get, the more
stable the crystal structure is.
Our results are good in agreement with other simulation
results and experimental data. This paper might shed some
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9.673

7.305

(a)

(b)

(c)

4.937

2.569

2.016e − 1
(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 8: Charge density distribution. (a), (b), and (c) show the single H atom and two H atoms located in octahedral sites; (d), (e), and (f)
show the single He atom and two He atoms located in different octahedral sites. The red color represents high charge density, and the blue
color represents low valence charge density.

light on the development of tungsten materials used in ITER
and other fusion reactors.
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